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Abstract: Satellite networks are becoming increasingly important because of the exciting global communication services they provide. Key management policies have
been successfully deployed in terrestrial networks to guarantee the information security. However, long propagation, storage and computation constraints bring new
challenges in designing efficient and cost-effective key updating policies for satellite
networks. Based on the structure and communication features of satellite networks,
a dynamic key management model for satellite networks (DKM-SN) is presented,
which includes certificates owned by each satellite, primary keys and session keys
both of which are shared between two satellites. Furthermore, a protocol is designed
for updating certificates for satellites; different policies for updating primary and session keys are studied and their efficiency and security are analyzed and compared.
In addition, simulation environment for satellite networks is built and the key updating processes are implemented in Walker constellation. From the simulation results,
further contrasts on key updating time and storage costs between the applications of
IBM hybrid key management model (HKMM) and DKM-SN in satellite networks
are presented. Finally, important suggestions in designing key updating policies are
given.
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1

Introduction

Satellite networks are composed of various kinds of communication satellites, vehicles and constellations. It contains both satellite-to-satellite and satellite-to-ground links. Satellite networks integrate
terrestrial systems and all sorts of satellites which are deployed in different orbits with diverse tasks.
Nowadays, satellite networks are increasingly used in the long-distance information transmission services. In order to ensure the message confidentiality, integrity and nonrepudiation, as well as efficiency
of communication, a key management mechanism should be used to provide data encryption, authentication and key distribution and updating services for satellite communication. Key management model
defines the entities in the services, the categories and relationships of the keys, and the key updating
protocols and algorithms. In contrast with terrestrial networks, satellite networks are subject to dynamic
network topology, long propagation delay, as well as low computing and storage capabilities of satellites.
Due to these constraints, efforts should be made to decrease the key updating time in order to reduce the
communication cost. Besides, for those keys used to encrypt large amount of information, the key updating protocols should be based on symmetric encryption techniques for the sake of computation cost.
The storage cost on satellites should also be reduced by efficiently lowering the number of the keys.
Currently, key management policies for terrestrial networks are comparatively sophisticated. There
are generally three kinds of key management policies, including those that use symmetric key encryption
techniques, public key encryption techniques and combination of the two. For example, Kerberos [1]
uses symmetric key encryption techniques and a KDC (Key Distribution Center); both symmetric and
public key encryption techniques are adopted in IBM hybrid key management model (HKMM) in which
three kinds of keys including session key, primary key and public key are used. Based on different network features and environments, the number of entities and encryption techniques involved in updating
a certain type of key may be very different. For instance, though both for updating the session key,
Neuman-Stubblebine protocol [3] includes three parties while Janson-Tsudik protocol [4] involves only
Copyright © 2006-2008 by CCC Publications
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two. Besides, the encryption technique used to update session key can be either symmetric or public.
However, all above key management policies are only applicable in terrestrial networks.
Some problems concerning key management policies in satellite networks have been studied. After
studying a series of possible security threats, CCSDS showed the urgency and necessity to implement
security policies in satellite networks, such as key management, authentication, access control, etc [5].
Ayan Roy-Chowdhury analyzed some problems that occur during encryption and key distribution processes when applying IPSec and SSL into satellite networks [6]. Their discussion was based on a hybrid
satellite network with a single satellite component and several ground terminals. Cruickshank designed
an authentication and key establishment protocol for two satellite users who need to encrypt data and
voice information [7]. Since the public encryption technique was used, the method was applicable in
situations where the satellites are only used to relay messages rather than implement public encrypting
operations which entail a large amount of computation cost. Tanya Vladimirova et al. introduced some
security services required on satellites, proposed an on-board security architecture and AES fault-tolerant
mechanism [8]. However, current literature seldom studies the key management policy for satellite networks with communication links between satellites. We focus on this issue and mainly discuss the
categories of keys, the protocols for updating keys and the key updating efficiencies of different policies.
HKMM uses session key, primary key and public key. However, the session key updating in HKMM
may cause unendurably long propagation if directly applied in satellite networks. In order to solve this
problem, a dynamic key management model applicable in satellite networks (DKM-SN)is presented,
which also includes session keys, primary keys and public keys. Based on DKM-SN, a protocol is designed for updating public keys in satellite networks. By further studying the protocols such as NeumanStubblebine, Janson-Tsudik and improved Beller-Yacobi protocols [9], the efficiency and security issues
are analyzed in designing policies for updating primary keys and session keys in satellite networks.
Finally, the differences on time and storage costs between HKMM and DKM-SN are shown through
simulations under the satellite network environment. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, we discuss DKM-SN, detailing the designing principles of all three parts including public key,
primary key and session key updates. Section 3 presents the simulation results under satellite network
environment. We conclude with a short summary and extensions on future work in Section 4.

2

Key Management Model

In satellite networks, communication process should be kept secret in order to ensure the message
confidentiality. Besides, robust and secure protocols are indispensable so that the communication process
can resist well-known attacks, such as arrogating, playback, modification and so on. Therefore, we design
a DKM-SN to ensure the secrecy, authenticity and integrity of messages, and at the same time decrease
the time, storage and computation costs with best efforts when providing key updating services. DKMSN consists of public, primary and session keys, which are divided based on their functions. Firstly, every
satellite has a pair of public and private keys, and a certificate issued by CA (Certificate Authority), all
of which are updated through communication between a certain satellite and CA. Secondly, there is
a primary key shared between a pair of satellites and it is updated with their public key information
(including public and private keys and certificates). Besides, two satellites also need to share a session
key when they communicate with each other and the session key is updated by the primary key shared
between them. The differences between DKM-SN and HKMM are: (1) HKMM uses KDC while DKMSN does not; (2) each primary key in HKMM is shared between satellite and KDC while it is shared
between two satellites in DKM-SN; (3) in order to lower storage cost, dynamic primary key updating
policy is adopted in DKM-SN, which means that for some pairs of satellites their primary keys exist only
when they need to establish session keys to communicate.
Figure 1 shows HKMM on left and DKM-SN on right. P denotes primary key, S for session key,
T for terminal in terrestrial networks, and V for satellite. We can see that in HKMM the primary keys
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are shared between each terminal and KDC while the session keys are shared between every pair of
terminals. For instance, in HKMM, session key S1 can be established by terminal 3, terminal 4 and KDC
using primary keys P3 and P4. In DKM-SN, both the primary and session keys are shared between two
satellites. For instance, session key S21 needs to be established and shared only by two satellites V2 and
V3 using their primary key P2.
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Figure 1: Key management models: HKMM and DKM-SN

2.1

Certificate Updating

Generally, an entity’s public key information is updated by itself before it expires. Based on PKIX
standards [10], we design a proper protocol for updating public key information.
1. B → M : B, PKB ,Cert(B)
′

′

−1
, h(PKM , M, B))
2. M → B : M, PKM , [Cert(M)], PKM , E(PKM
′

3. B → M : Cert(M)

B, M - CA and satellite M; PKX , PKX−1 , Cert(X) - old public key, private key and certificate of
′
′
′
satellite X; PKX , (PKX )−1 , Cert(X) - new public key, private key and certificate of satellite X; E(K,Y )
- public key encryption with key K and plaintext Y ; h(Y ) - hush function; [Y ] - Y is optional.
The execution of this protocol between CA and satellite proceeds as follows:
1. CA sends its own identifier, public key and certificate to satellite and informs the satellite to start
updating its public key information.
2. Upon receiving message from CA, the satellite does the followings: (1) check validity of CA’s
certificate; (2) generate a new pair of public and private keys for itself; (3) get a signature with its
old private key and send this signature, its identifier, certificate and both old and new public keys
to CA.
3. Upon receiving messages from satellite, CA does the followings: (1) check the validity of satellite’s old certificate; (2) check satellite’s signature; (3) generate a new certificate for the satellite’s
new public key.
4. Upon receiving new certificate from CA, satellite can check its validity with CA’s public key.
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Note that the execution can continue only when the checks in the last step are successful. Now we
consider some possible attacks on CA and satellite when running the protocol.
1. Attacks on CA
(1) In the second step of our protocol, it is possible that adversary may arrogate satellite M by
sending M’s certificate and a public key the adversary generated. However, the adversary has to
send a signature at the same time. Since we assume that the adversary doesn’t know the satellite’s
old private key before it expires, then the adversary could not get a correct signature and would be
detected by CA.
(2) Also in the second step, the adversary may try to replay a signature signed by the satellite’s
private key which has expired. Obviously, only if both satellite and CA use their valid public key
information that hasn’t expired, our protocol could resist this playback attack.
2. Attacks on satellite
(1) Since satellite M’s new public key is sent without encryption, the adversary may generate a
certificate for M by signing M’s identifier and the new public key with its own private key, and
then sends this false certificate to M in the third step. However, this attack would fail after satellite
has received the certificate and checks its validity using CA’s public key.
(2) As an alternative, in the third step the adversary could also replay a certificate that has expired.
However, the fact is that in order to keep the freshness of every run of the protocol we require
that new public and private keys are different from before. For this reason, the expired certificate
would be proved invalid when the satellite checks it.
The above discussion is suitable for a satellite. When updating the public key information for CA,
we should first update it before it expires and then update certificates for all the satellites using CA’s
updated certificate.

2.2

Primary Key Updating

Although all satellites have their own public key information, we avoid using it to encrypt data
due to the high complexity and low efficiency of public key encryption algorithms. In most systems,
public key information is used to establish symmetric keys so that encryption on data could be faster. We
consider two strategies for establishing symmetric keys with public key information: (1) using public key
information, two satellites directly establish a shared session key to encrypt data; (2) they first establish
a primary key between them with their public key information and then use this primary key to establish
their session keys. Both primary key and session keys are symmetric keys shared between the two
satellites. In the first strategy, though the cost of data encryption is low, the cost of frequent session key
updates remains high. As for the second strategy, since both of frequent data encryption and session key
updates adopt symmetric key encryption techniques, it is more efficient than the first one. Note that the
primary keys are updated much less frequently than session keys.
HKMM includes primary keys and a KDC in its system. There is a unique primary key shared
between KDC and each terminal (or entity). Hence, the number of primary keys in HKMM is n.
In DKM-SN, the second strategy is adopted, but no KDC is deployed in our network and each unique
primary key is shared between two satellites. We build DKM-SN in this way for the following reasons:
(1) KDC may become a bottleneck since all the session key updates have to pass KDC; (2) satellite
networks are typical of long propagation. Since the session key updating process involving three parties
(KDC and two satellites) has to be finished within at least 4 steps while that involving two parties (two
satellites) in DKM-SN can be achieved within 3 steps, the former would be much slower than the latter. In
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satellite networks, even one trip may lead to unendurably long propagation due to the multi-hop routing
and long space distance between two satellites.
As for the communication protocol when updating primary keys, improved Beller-Yacobi protocol
[9] is suggested. This sophisticated protocol is qualified for updating a symmetric key with public key
information and engages only two entities. Besides, this protocol is suitable for the satellites that have
limited computing power.

2.3

Session Key Updating

Session keys are distributed in the network to encrypt the large amount of data, such as images,
languages, commands and so on. According to the previous analysis, session key in DKM-SN is shared
between two satellites and updated by the primary key between the same pair of satellites. Session keys
must be updated more frequently than certificate and primary keys because they are used more often. In
this way, the possibility of ciphertext-only attacks can be decreased. Obtaining an old session key is not
once and for all, since the attacker must intercept and analyze new ciphertexts in order to get new session
keys.
As for the protocols for updating session keys, security and efficiency are of most importance. First
of all, the protocol should be able to resist well-known attacks, such as replay, modification, typing,
reflection and so on. Besides, it should not cost too much time and storage. Based on satellite network
features, such as long propagation and limited resources, Janson-Tsudik 2PKDP [4] is suggested for
updating session keys. This protocol is illustrated as follows.
1. A → B : A, Nab
′

2. B → A : AUT HKab (Nab , Kba , B), EKab (Nba ) ⊕ Kba
3. A → B : ACKKab (Nab , Kba , A)
This key establishment protocol contains the minimum cost of computation and numbers of messages
and steps as proved in [4].
A detailed comparison of the time and computation costs between session key updating protocol
with KDC and that without KDC is presented as follows. As for session key updates with KDC, we use
Neuman-Stubblebine protocol [3] which also has the minimum number of steps involved.
According to Janson-Tsudik 2PKDP, we get the calculation time C jt in a single entity and overall
session key establishment time T jt :
T jt = 3 ∗ Tab + 4 ∗ Tmac + 2 ∗ Tes + 2 ∗ T⊕
C jt = 2 ∗ Tmac + Tes + T⊕

(1)

Tmac - calculation time of MAC() function; Tes - calculation time of symmetric encryption; T⊕ calculation time of XOR operation; Tab - propagation delay between satellites A and B.
Since T⊕ ≤ any other item, so we get:
T jt ≈ 3 ∗ Tab + 4 ∗ Tmac + 2 ∗ Tes
C jt ≈ 2 ∗ Tmac + Tes

(2)

As for Neuman-Stubblebine protocol, we get the calculation time Cns for a single node and overall
session key establishment time Tns similarly:
Tns = (2 ∗ Tab + Tac + Tbc ) + 8 ∗ Tes
Cns = 8 ∗ Tes

(3)
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Tac - propagation delay between KDC and satellite A; Tbc - propagation delay between KDC and
satellite B.
Because propagation delay is much larger than the calculation time of either encryption or MAC() in
satellite networks, we conclude from the above estimation that both the calculation time cost of a single
node and overall session key updating time cost of Janson-Tsudik 2PKDP are much less than those of
Neuman-Stubblebine.
For the three-party session key establishment policy, KDC may become a bottleneck in the system.
Fortunately, the two-party session key establishment policy could avoid this drawback.

3

Simulations

In order to verify the effectiveness and suitability of DKM-SN in satellite network environment,
a proper simulation environment for satellite networks is very important and necessary. Based on the
simulation system for distributed satellite networks [11], we design a simulation scenario and implement
the experiments. We set up a Walker constellation consisting of 20 MEO satellites. There are 4 orbital
planes on each of which 5 satellites are equally deployed. Each plane is of an inclination of 75◦ and orbit
height 14163km.
In certificate updating simulation, the protocol designed in section 2.1 is applied and 160-bit ECDSA
[12] is implemented as signature algorithm. In primary key updating, improved Beller-Yacobi protocol
is applied. ECDSA and ECIES [13] are used as signature and encryption algorithms respectively. In
session key updating, Janson-Tsudik 2PKDP and 128-bit AES are implemented.

3.1

Certificate Updating Simulation

Dynamic Topology
In this part, we examine the influences of topological changes on the certificate updates for a certain
satellite.
Dynamic changes of satellite network topology lead to the variations of routing tables in satellites.
Therefore, the time cost of certificate updating for a certain satellite varies with time. Figure 2 shows both
the overall and computation time costs of certificate updates for a certain satellite in different periods of
time.
We update a satellite’s certificate every 10 seconds. Figure 2 shows the time cost during 500 seconds.
The longest updating time for the satellite is 834.200ms. Routing information shows that in the longest
updating data transmission from the satellite to CA entails 5 hops and thus the three-step interaction
between them entails 15 hops all together. The minimum time cost is 167.45ms when there is only 1
hop between satellite and CA and so it costs 3-hop effort to finish the certificate updating process. Based
on the result, we suggest update certificates when communication between satellite and CA needs the
minimum number of hops.
Static Topology
In this part, we examine the certificate updates of different satellites in Walker constellation during a
fixed period of time.
Figure 3 shows both the overall and computation time costs of certificate updates for different satellites during a fixed period of time in Walker constellation. We can see that there are huge gaps of time
costs among the satellites since the number of hops between CA and the satellites are very different. In
the simulation, for example, there are 5 hops between CA and NO.6 satellite while 1 hop between CA
and NO.4.
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Figure 2: Time cost of certificate updating of a certain satellite in different periods of time
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Figure 3: Time costs of certificate updates of all satellites in the same period of time
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Besides, from Figure 2 and Figure 3 we can see that the computation cost for different satellites
varies little. It is a small fraction of the overall time cost of certificate updates, ranging from 5% to 40%.

3.2

Comparison of Computation Time Costs

Figure 4 shows the computation costs of all three kinds of key updates in Walker Constellation. 20
samples are presented for each kind of updates.
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Figure 4: Computation costs of three kinds of key updates
We see from Figure 4 that session key update costs least, which is suitable for the most frequently
updated session keys. The average time cost of certificate updates is less than that of primary key updates
mainly due to the extra public key encryption in the improved Beller-Yacobi protocol.

3.3

Comparison between Key Management Models

Comparing DKM-SN with HKMM, we mainly have the following conclusions. Firstly, the time costs
for session key updates in DKM-SN are much less than that in HKMM. Secondly, DKM-SN will contain
more primary keys than HKMM if all primary keys are pre-distributed between all pairs of satellites.
Since the storage capacity is limited in satellite, we recommend that for some pairs of satellites their
primary keys exist only when necessary. Therefore, if we want to establish a session key between two
satellites while they share no primary key, we need to first establish a primary key with their public
key information and then establish the session key with their primary key. A much detailed comparison
between HKMM and DKM-SN is presented as follows.
Suppose the total number of satellites is n; the average time cost of primary key updates is z.
; h denotes
In DKM-SN, let a denote the maximum number of primary keys, namely a = n×(n−1)
2
the average time cost of session key updates when there is a shared primary key between every pair of
satellites; x denotes the practical number of primary keys; y denotes the average time cost of session key
updates when x pairs of satellites share primary keys.
In HKMM, suppose the average time cost of session key updates is h + δ , δ > 0.
Based on DKM-SN, we have,
z
x × h + (a − x) × (z + h)
= (z + h) − × x
(4)
a
a
Obviously, given x = 0, we get y = z + h. This means there is no primary key pre-shared in DKMSN and for every two satellites before establishing a session key we should first set up a primary key.
Similarly, given x = a, we get y = h. Under this condition, each pair of satellites owns a primary key.
y=
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a×(z−δ )
.
z

δ)
, HKMM is superior to DKM-SN in both average time
So we conclude that when n < x < a×(z−
z
cost of session key updates and storage cost.
Specifically, based on the simulation data, we have z ≈ 400ms, h ≈ 360ms, δ ≈ 120ms, n = 20.
Under this condition, y = (z + h) − az × x ≈ 760 − 2 × x. Figure 5 shows the relationship between
average time cost of session key updates and the number of primary keys in DKM-SN.
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Figure 5: Average time cost of session key updates in DKM-SN
Given y > h + δ , namely 760 − 2 × x > 480, we get x < 140. We can see from the linear function
shown in Figure 5 that if the number of primary keys ranges from 20 to 140, HKMM is better than DKMSN in both time and storage costs. When 140 < x ≤ 200, average time cost of session key updates in
DKM-SN is less than that in HKMM while the number of keys is more than that in HKMM. Furthermore,
if we can deploy the primary keys for those satellites that communicate most frequently, the average time
cost function of the number of primary keys will be a concave function shown in Figure 5. We can make
estimation and decision given real on-board data in satellite networks. For examples, if satellites could
store the maximum number of primary keys, pre-allocating a primary key for every pair of satellites is
the best choice, which is especially suitable for a network with a small number of satellites.

4

Summary and Conclusions

In this paper, a new key management model called DKM-SN is designed for satellite networks. A
protocol for updating satellite certificate is designed and the efficiency and security of different policies
for updating primary and session keys are analyzed. The performance is shown when updating three
kinds of keys and a further contrast between DKM-SN and HKMM is given in both time cost and storage
cost. The efficiency and applicability of different key updating policies are discussed under different onboard storage constraints and time requirements. In the future, we will further discuss the problems in
designing efficient, low-cost and secure key management models for satellite networks.
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